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ABSTRACT 

The paper deals with a novelty tool for symbolic 
regression – Analytic Programming (AP) which is able 
to solve various problems from the symbolic regression 
domain. One of tasks for it can be setting an optimal 
trajectory for artificial ant on Santa Fe trail which is 
main application of Analytic Programming in this paper. 
In this contribution main principles of AP are described 
and explained. In second part of the article how AP was 
used for setting an optimal trajectory for artificial ant 
according the user requirements is in detail described. 
An ability to create so called programms, as well as 
Genetic Programming (GP) or Grammatical Evolution 
(GE) do, is shown in that part. AP is a superstructure of 
evolutionary algorithms wich are necessary to run AP. 
In this contribution Simulated Annealing as an 
evolutionary algorithm was used to carry preliminary 
simulations out. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

The term “symbolic regression” represents a process 
during which measured data is fitted and a suitable 
mathematical formula is obtained in an analytical way. 
This process is well known for mathematicians. They 
used this process when they need a mathematical model 
of unknown data. For long time symbolic regression 
was a domain of humans but in few last decades 
computers have gone to foreground of interest in this 
field. Firstly, the idea of symbolic regression done by 
means of computer was proposed in Genetic 
Programming (GP) by John Koza [Koza 1998, 1999, 
www.genetic-programming.com]. The other two 
approaches are Grammatical Evolution (GE) developed 
by Conor Ryan [O’Neill 2003, O'Sullivan 2002, 
www.grammatical-evolution.org] and here described 
Analytic Programming (AP) designed in [Zelinka 2002, 
2003, 2004b, 2005].  
GP was the first tool for symbolic regression done by 
means of computer instead of humans. The main idea 
comes from genetic algorithms (GA) [Davis, 1996] 
which John Koza uses in his GP. The ability to solve 
very difficult problems was proved many times, and 
hence, GP today can be applied, e.g. to synthesize 
highly sophisticated electronic circuits [Koza 1999]. 

The other tool is GE which was developed in last 
decade of 20th century by Conor Ryan. GE has one 
advantage compared to GP and this is ability to use 
arbitrary programming language not only LISP as is in 
the case of GP. In contrast to other evolutionary 
algorithms, GE was used only with a few search 
strategies, with a binary representation of the 
populations [O'Sullivan 2002]. Other 2 interesting 
investigations using symbolic regression was carried out 
by Johnson [Johnson 2003] working on Artificial 
Immune Systems and Probabilistic Incremental Program 
Evolution (PIPE) [Salustowicz 1997] generates 
functional programs from an adaptive probability 
distribution over all possible programs.  
This contribution demonstrates use of methods which is 
independent on computer platform (as author of AP 
suggests), programming language and can use any 
evolutionary algorithm (as demonstrated by [Zelinka 
2002, 2003, 2004b, 2005]) to find an optimal solution of 
required task. 
 
ANALYTIC PROGRAMMING 

Description 

Basic principles of the AP were developed in the 2001. 
The name was given according to simple pattern. Until 
that time only GP and GE have been existed. GP uses 
genetic algorithms while AP can be used with any 
evolutionary algorithm, independently on individual 
representation. To avoid any confusion, based on use of 
names according to the used algorithm, name - Analytic 
Programming was chosen, because of AP stands for 
synthesis of analytical solution by means of 
evolutionary algorithms. 
According to authors of AP [Zelinka 2005], AP was 
inspired by numerical methods in Hilbert spaces (space 
with mutually orthogonal functions) and by GP. 
Principles of AP [Zelinka 2005] are somewhere 
between these two philosophies. From GP an idea of 
evolutionary creation of symbolic solutions is taken into 
AP while from Hilbert spaces an idea of functional 
spaces and building of resulting function by means of 
searching process usually done by numerical methods 
like Ritz or Galerkin is adopted into AP. AP is based as 
well as GP on the set of functions, operators and so-
called terminals, which are usually constants or 
independent variables like for example:  
• functions: Sin, Tan, Tanh, And, Or  
• operators: +, -, *, /, dt,…  
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• terminals: 2.73, 3.14, t,…  
All these “mathematical” objects create a set which AP 
tries to synthesize the appropriate solution from. Main 
principle (core) of AP is based on discrete set handling, 
proposed in [Zelinka 2002], see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.  
Discrete set handling shows itself as universal interface 
between EA and symbolically solved problem.  That is 
why AP can be used almost by any evolutionary 
algorithm. Analytic programming was used e.g. in:  
- sextic, quintic, 3sine, 4sine problem [Zelinka 2003], 
algorithms Simulated Annealing (SA), Genetic 
Algorithms (GA), Differential Evolution (DE) [Storn, 
1995, Price, 2005] and SelfOrganizing Migrating 
Algorithm (SOMA) [Zelinka, 2004a] were used 
-  Boolean symmetry and parity problems [Zelinka 
2004b, 2005], again with SA, GA, DE and SOMA 
- Solving of ordinary differential equations (ODE): 
u’’(t) = cos(t), u(0) = 1, u(π) = -1, u’(0) = 0, u’(π) = 0, 
100 times repeated, in that case AP was looking for 
suitable function, which would solve this case of ODE, 
by DE and SOMA in [Zelinka 2002] 
- Solving of ODE: ((4 + x)u’’(x))’’ + 600u(x) = 5000(x-
x2), u(0)=0, u(1)=0, u’’(0)=0, u’’(1)=0, Again as in the 
previous case, AP was used to synthesize a suitable 
function – solution of this kind of ODE. This ODE was 
used from and represents a civil engineering problem in 
the reality, in [Zelinka 2002] 
 
Briefly said, in AP individuals consist of non-numerical 
expressions (operators, functions,…) as described 
above, which are in evolutionary process represented by 
their integer indexes (Fig. 1 & 2). This index then serves 
like a pointer into this set of expressions and AP uses it 
to synthesize resulting function-program for cost 
function evaluation [Zelinka 2002].  
This description was shown on mathematical operators 
and objects as functions, variables etc. for simplicity. 
But in the case of this contribution in the set of 
functions are linguistic terms which represent for 
example commands for mobility of robot. 
 
 Discrete set of a parameter in individual 

{-1.123, 5.1, 9, 11.335,……} 

{1, 2, 3, 4,……} 

Its integer index  
– alternative 
parameter 

YES 

NO 

Fcost(x1, x2, x3, x4…xn) 

 
Figures 1: Discrete set handling 
 
To find a final formula, use of evolutionary algorithm is 
necessary as was mentioned in the introduction. The 
evolutionary algorithm works as an optimization tool 
which finds the best solution according to value of cost 
function [Zelinka 2004a, Lampinen 1999]. 

{1,   6,   7,   8,   9,   9}

GFSall  =      {+, -, /, ,̂ d/dt, Sin, Cos, Tan, t, C1, Mod, ...}

Sin(Tan(t))+Cos(t)

Individual in population =

Resulting function by AP =

Mapping by AP

 
Figures 2: Main principles of AP 
 
AP exists today in three versions - APbasic, APmeta and 
APnf [Zelinka 2005]. For our purposes we used APbasic. 
This approach is completely different than in GP. Its 
main principle is based on genetic algorithm which is 
working with population of individuals represented in 
LISP programming language. Individuals in canonical 
form of GP are not binary strings as is usual for GA, but 
consist of LISP symbolic objects like sin(), +, Exp(), 
MyFunction, etc. Origin of these objects comes from 
LISP or they are simply user defined functions. 
Symbolic objects are usually divided into two classes: 
functions and terminals. Functions were just explained 
and terminals here represents a set of independent 
variables like x, y, and constants like π, 3.56, etc [Koza 
1998, 1999]. On these individuals are applied operations 
of crossover and mutation as is in the standard GA. 
Another approach to GP is way of enforcing 
dimensional constraints through formal grammar. It 
restricts GP search space to dimensionally admissible 
laws [Ratle 2000]. Other investigation which adjusts GP 
to achieve improved predictive performance and 
reliability of the induced expressions was presented in 
[Keijzer 2003]. 
 
PROBLEM DESIGN 

Santa Fe Description 

The Santa Fe trail, demonstrated in Fig. 3, was chosen 
from [Koza 1998] to make a comparative study with the 
same problem which was solved by Koza in Genetic 
Programming. 
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Figures 3: Santa Fe trail 



The aim of the task is that an artificial ant should go 
through defined trail and eat all food what is there. 
The SantaFe trail is defined as a 32 x 31 fields where 
food is set out. In Fig. 3 a black field is food for the ant. 
The grey one is basically the same as a white field but 
for clearness was used the grey colour. The grey fields 
represent obstacles (fields without food on the road) for 
the ant. If there would not be these holes the ant could 
go directly through the way. It would be enough to go 
and see before ant if there is food. If yes ant would go 
straight and eat the bait. If not it would turn around and 
see where is food and the cycle would repeat till the ant 
would eat the last bait. 
But in real world robots have obstacles in their moving. 
Therefore also in this case such approach was chosen. 
The first problem which ant has to overcome is the 
simple hole (position [8,27] in Fig. 3). Second one is 
two holes in the line (positions [13,16] and [13,17]), or 
three holes ([17,15], [17,16], [17,17]). Next problem is 
holes in the corners – one (position [13,8]], two 
([1,8],[2,8]) and three holes ([17,15], [17,16], [17,17]). 
 
Set of functions 

The set of functions used for movements of the ant is 
following. As a set of variables GFS0 [Zelinka 2003], i. 
e. in the case of this article functions, which provide 
moving of an ant, without any argument which could be 
add during the process of evolution. 
The set consist of  
GFS0 = {Left, Right, Move},  
where 
GFS0 – a set of variables and terminals [Zelinka 2003] 
Left – function for turning around in the anticlockwise 
direction 
Right – function for turning around in the clockwise 
direction 
Move – function for moving straight and if a bait is in 
the field where the ant is moved, it is eaten. 
 
This set of functions is not enough to make successfully 
a desired task. More functions are necessary. Then a 
GFS2 and GFS3 were set up.  
GFS2 = {IfFoodAhead, Prog2} 
GFS3 = {Prog3} 
Where 
The number in GFS means the arity of the functions 
inside, i.e. number of arguments which are needed to be 
evaluated correctly. Arguments are added to those 
functions during evolution process see above – 
Description of AP. 
IfFoodAhead is a decision function – the ant controls 
the field in front of it and if there is food, the function in 
the field for truth argument is executed, otherwise 
function in false position. 
Prog2 and Prog3 are the same function in the principle. 
They do 2 or 3 functions in the same time. 
These two functions were originally defined also in 
Koza’s approach but in AP it is necessary because of 
structure of generating the program. 
 

Fitness function 

The aim of the ant is to eat all food on the way. There 
are 89 baits. This is so called raw fitness. And the value 
of cost function (1) is calculated as a difference between 
raw fitness and a number of baits eaten by an ant [Koza 
1998] which went through the grid according to just 
generated way. 
 
CV = 89 – NumberFood (1) 
 
NumberFood - number of eaten baits by an ant 
according to synthesized way 
 
The aim is to find such formula whose cost value is 
equal zero. To obtain an appropriate solution two 
constraints should be set up into a cost function. One is 
a limitation concerned to number of steps. It is not 
desired ant to go field by field in the grid. A 
requirement to the fastest way and the most effective is 
desired. Then a limit of steps was equal to 600. 
According to original assignment 400 steps should be 
sufficient. But as [Mařík 2004] says Koza’s optimal 
solution was as in (2). But as simple solution showed 
545 steps are necessary for an ant to eat all food in the 
Santa Fe trail.  
 
IfFoodAhead@Move,
Prog3@IfFoodAhead@Move, RightD,
Prog2@Right, Prog2@Left, RightDD,
Prog2@ @ D DDD

Functionality of the equation (2) can be described by 
following. If bait is in front of the ant it moves on the 
field and eats the food. If there is nothing it does 
following 3 commands. If food is in front of the ant it 
moves and eats the food, if not it turns twice right. Next 
Prog2(Left, Right) is not necessary there, this is the 
reason why all program takes 545 steps instead of 404 
in the case of no Prog2(Left,Right). Then next control 
of food in front of ant is again, if yes ant moves and eats 
the food. If not it turns left to the original direction as it 
was at the beginning of the program. If the cycle is 
somewhere interrupt, e.g. in the case of truth in the first 
function IfFoodAhead, the cycle is repeated still from 
the beginning until all food is not eaten or constrained 
steps are not reached. 

IfFoodAhead Move, Left , Move (2) 

The second constraint could be concerned to length of 
list of commands for an ant. The more longer list could 
cause the more steps to reach all food is eaten. In this 
preliminary study this constraint was not set up. But in 
further studies a penalization concerned to this 
constraint will be surely used. 
 
Used evolutionary algorithm 

In this preliminary comparative study Simulated 
Annealing  was used as an evolutionary algorithm. 
Simulated Annealing was introduced by [Kirkpatrick 
1987] for the first time. An inspiration for developing 
this algorithm was annealing of metal. In the process 
metal is heated up to temperature near the melting point 



and then it is cooled very slowly. The purpose is to 
eliminate unstable particles. In other words, particles are 
moved towards an optimum energy state. Metal is then 
in more uniform crystalline structure. 
This approach was used in the case of simulated 
annealing including terms. Simulated annealing is a 
better variation of Hill-Climbing algorithm [Rich 1991]. 
Both start off from a randomly selected point. Then a 
certain (depends on user) number of points is generated 
in the neighbourhood (MaxIterTemp). In the case of 
hill-climbing algorithm, the point with the best cost 
value is selected to be the middle of new neighbourhood 
(start point for a new loop). In the case that the best cost 
value is in the start point this one is chosen for the next 
loop. This subroutine is repeated several (depends on 
user) times (MaxIter). Hill – climbing mostly ends in a 
local optimum. Compared to this, simulated annealing 
offers a little bit different approach which is described 
in next paragraph. It means that there is a chance to find 
a global optimum, not only a local one.  
The principle of acceptation solution during run of 
Simulated Annealing is following. If the new cost value 
is better than the old one new one is accepted 
immediately. It means that the difference between these 
two cost values is negative. If the difference is positive 
(the new cost value is worse than the old one) a number 
from interval <0, 1> is generated. If it is lower than the 
probability according to equation (3) the new point is 
accepted, otherwise the old one continues in the process.  

 T
E

eTp
∆

−
=)(  (3) 

where   
p(T)   - probability of transition for temperature T 
∆E    - difference between cost values of previous 
and current solution 
T   - current temperature – control parameter for 
cooling schedule 
 
The algorithm starts with high temperature T, which is 
decreased in steps. Equation (4) shows standard cooling 
function [Kirkpatrick 1987]. 
 
 Tn+1 = α Tn  (4) 
where  
Tn+1   - temperature in the next step 
Tn  - temperature in the current step 
α - cooling coefficient from interval <0, 1> 
 
If alpha is close to zero, the solution can converge to a 
local optimum, which is not desirable, because cooling 
is too fast. On the other hand, if alpha is very close to 
one cooling is very slow and it takes a lot of time to find 
optimum.  
Simulated Annealing offers to find a global optimum 
better than Hill-Climbing which goes from a start point 
in the direction of the biggest gradient because 
probability causes that also a worse solution than the 
previous can be accepted, which can mean finding a 
global optimum in the end.  
 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

This article continues with study which was presented in  
IAF 2005 Fukuoka, Japan for SelfOrganizing Migrating 
Algorithm and GECCO 2006, USA for Differential 
Evolution (now in review process). The main idea is to 
show that also Simulated Annealing is able to solve 
such kind of problems under Analytic Programming.  
As a reason of time consuming simulations until the 
printing this article were done 9 simulations with 4 
positive results for SA. Simulations are still in process. 
Genetic Algorithms (GA) are supposed to be carried out 
as well as parallel computing is intended in this field. 
The time consuming means that one simulation can 
hypothetically take 1 – 3 days on the computer with 
Athlon XP 1800+ processor and 256 MB RAM 
memory. It depends on number of cost function 
evaluations. All simulations were carried out in 
Mathematica environment (www.wolfram.com). One 
cost function evaluation took there 1 to 6 second.   
In simulations done for purposes of this article 
following setting was used to run Simulated Annealing 
succesfully (Table 1). 
 

Table 1: Setting of Simulated Annealing 
Parameter Value 

T  10 000  

Tmin  0.000 01  

α  0.986  

MaxIter  1 500 

MaxIterTemp  93 

Individual Length  50  
Firstly the results are concerned to cost function 
evaluation. As you can see in Table 2 the lowest number 
of cost function evaluations equals to 9286.  

 
Table 2: Cost function evaluation for SA 

 Cost Function Evaluation 

Minimum   9 286 

Maximum 98 241 

Average 56 622 
Second indicator depicts histogram of successful hits 
and the number of cost function evaluations for each hit 
– Fig. 4. There are not included 5 negative results. 
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Figures 4: Histogram of SA algorithm 
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Next point which we were interested in was a number of 
commands for the ant and number of steps required to 
eat all baits (Table 3). 
Table is divided into two parts. Left side is sorted up 
according to number of commands and the right side 
according to number of Steps. It can be stated that the 
smallest number of commands does not have to cause 
the smallest number of steps. And vice versa, that small 
number of steps does not mean the small set of 
commands. 
 

Table 3: Numbers of commands and steps for SA 
Number of 
commands 

Number 
of steps 

Number of 
steps 

Number of 
commands 

 
15 577
17 592
49 577
50 592 

 
577 15
577 49
592 17
592 50 

The minimal value of steps was 577 for SA from all 9 
simulations which were carried out for this study. The 
program has 49 or 15 leaves of simple functions which 
was also the lowest number of commands in all 
simulations. All is showed in following Table 4 where 
minimal, maximal and average value of commands 
(leaves) and steps are. 
 
Table 4: Number of commands and steps for SA 

 
Number of 

leaves 
(commands) 

Number of steps 

Minimum 15 577 
Maximum 50 592 
Average 33 585 
 
In following equation the fastest way of the ant can be 
seen from number of steps point of view and also from 
number of commands point of view from these 4 
simulations which were successful.  

    

Prog2@Prog2@
IfFoodAhead@Prog2@Move, MoveD, RightD,
RightD, Prog2@Prog2@
IfFoodAhead@Move, LeftD, MoveD, LeftDD   (4) 

 
Proof of the shortest way can be seen in Fig. 5. This is 
the same Santa Fe trail as in Fig. 3. The white “X” 
shows fields which were attended by the ant. It went 
through all way and ate all food.  
 

CONCLUSION 

This contribution deals with a tool for symbolic 
regression. This study shows that this tool is suitable not 
only for mathematical regression but also for setting of 
optimal trajectory for artificial ant which can be 
replaced by robots in real world, in industry. 
To compare with standard GP it can be stated on the 
basic results above that AP can solve this kind of 
problems in shorter times as cost function evaluations 

are counted. The time could be also decreased by 
parallelization of the process, which is one of further 
plans, as Koza did in GP. He uses in GP activity 
computer-cluster consisting of hundreds PCs [Koza 
2003]. But in our case we used only 1 computer. 
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Figures 5: Santa Fe trail with success pass  
 
The aim of this study was not to show that AP is better 
or worse than GP (or GE when compared) but that AP is 
also a powerful tool for symbolic regression with 
support of different evolutionary algorithms. 
The main object of the paper was to show that symbolic 
regression done by AP is able to solve also cases where 
linguistic terms as for example commands for 
movement of artificial ant or robots in real world are. 
Here 9 simulations with Simulated Annealing were 
done. It follows up the previous 2 studies where SOMA 
and DE were used. All statistic data were arranged in 
tables and figures to show performance of AP with SA. 
Reached results - 4 from 9 simulations were with 
positive result, i. e. only 4 simulations found solution 
which accomplished the required tasks thus Analytic 
Programming is able to solve such kind of problems in 
symbolic regression. This result also says that Simulated 
Annealing is not so powerful tool as other evolutionary 
algorithms are. It is supposed that the cost function is 
very complicated with quite a lot of local optima and 
therefore the Simulated Annealing was not so successful 
as SOMA or DE were. 
Future research is key activity in this field. The 
following steps are to finished simulations with GA and 
to try some other class of problems to show that 
Analytic Programming is powerful tool as Genetic 
Programming or Grammatical Evolution are. 
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